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Concepts of Bacterial
Biodiversity for the Age of Genomics
Frederick M. Cohan
INTRODUCTION
A full accounting of ecological diversity in the bacterial world will no doubt require
genome-based and sequence-based approaches. Because only a small fraction of bacterial species is currently cultivable, the best hope of identifying the full complement
of bacterial biodiversity is from sequence surveys of genes that can be amplified from
natural bacterial habitats (1,2). In addition, genome- and sequence-based approaches are
uncovering ecological diversity even within the most familiar (and cultivated) species:
Ecologically distinct populations within named species are being discovered as sequence
clusters even when there is ignorance of their ecology (3–5); populations are also being
discovered as clusters based on the content of their genomes (6,7). Beyond discovery
of ecologically distinct populations, genomic approaches promise to elucidate the ecological functioning of each community member (8,9) and how the various populations
partition the environment and manage to coexist. The role that horizontal transfer has
played in allowing bacteria to occupy new ecological niches (10) can be discovered.
Further, the donors of horizontal transfer events (11) can be identified, and the genetic
and ecological barriers to gene transfer can be discovered (12).
For each of these goals now made accessible by the genomic revolution, it is critical
to identify ecologically distinct populations of strains and to recognize which strains
are ecologically interchangeable and thus members of the same population. For example, consider future investigations into the role of horizontal transfer in fostering invasion of new ecological niches. A difference in the genes present in two ecologically
distinct populations could represent a horizontal transfer event responsible for the
populations’ ecological divergence. On the other hand, horizontal transfer events that
distinguish two ecologically interchangeable strains of the same population would be
ecologically meaningless craters on the chromosome brought about by the meteors of
horizontal transfer (13). Here, I describe recent approaches for discovering and classifying the ecological diversity of bacteria, with the aim of providing a sound ecological
basis for studies of genome content and expression.
We may first turn to bacterial systematics for guidance in classifying strains into ecologically distinct groups. In the systematics of bacteria, organisms fall into clusters of
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phenotypically, genetically, and ecologically similar organisms, with large gaps between
clusters (14–16). In bacteria, as in other organisms, these clusters are the recognized,
named species. Bacterial species were originally discerned as phenotypic clusters, usually based on presence vs absence of metabolic capabilities (see Chapter 9) (4,16). Later,
as molecular techniques became available, they have been incorporated into species
demarcation by calibrating each to provide the familiar clusters yielded by phenotypic
analyses (4). For example, whole genome deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)–DNA hybridization has become a principal criterion for distinguishing species; this is based on the
observation that groups whose genomes anneal for 70% or more of the chromosome
correspond to the phenotypic clusters of yore (17,18). More recently, 16S ribosomal
RNA (rRNA) sequence similarity has demarcated species; this is based on the observation that 16S rRNA sequence divergence greater than 2.5% usually corresponds to
different species, although some distinct species show less than this divergence (19).
Do these named bacterial species, discernible by phenotypic and whole genome and
sequence similarity, correspond to ecologically distinct groups, and do they correspond
to anything resembling species for other kinds of organisms (e.g., animals and plants)?
These are the critical questions as we attempt to use sequence and genomic data to glean
information about biodiversity and the ecological functioning of a microbial community.
In the world of frequently sexual higher eukaryotes, species are understood to have
special dynamic properties that guarantee a high degree of homogeneity within a species,
as well as heterogeneity between species (20). Most fundamentally, species have the
property that genetic diversity within a species is constrained by a force of cohesion
(4,21,22). In the case of the highly sexual eukaryotes, the ability to exchange genes is
understood as the primary force impeding divergence (23,24). A second universal property is that different species are irreversibly separate; once populations reach a critical
threshold of divergence, they become free to diverge without bound (25,26). In the case
of the highly sexual eukaryotes, this threshold is most likely the point of reproductive
isolation (23). Finally, while members of a single species are ecologically interchangeable, different species can coexist by partitioning resources as well as the conditions at
which they thrive (27). As discussed here, these dynamic properties of species apply
beyond the plants and animals to groups with peculiar sexual characteristics, including
the bacteria.
There is a growing consensus among microbial evolutionary geneticists that the
named species of bacterial systematics do not exhibit the special dynamic properties of
species. First, bacterial systematics has demonstrated a great deal of metabolic and presumably ecological diversity within a typical species (13,28,29). Second, for decades
DNA–DNA hybridization studies in systematics have revealed an enormous level of
genomic diversity within named species (30), which has recently been corroborated by
genomic sequencing of two or more strains from each of several species (31–36). Third,
multilocus sequence typing (MLST) has revealed the existence of multiple sequence
clusters within named species (3,37,38), and these are likely to correspond to ecologically distinct populations (5,37,39). Finally, natural history studies of ecological and
sequence variation in the environment have revealed the existence of multiple ecologically distinct populations that are similar enough in sequence to be subsumed within a
single named species (40–43).
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It is thus clear that an inventory of ecological diversity in the bacterial world must
go beyond counting named species. There is less consensus, however, as to whether each
ecologically distinct group within a named species has the dynamic properties ascribed
to species. Here, I present several contrasting, contemporary views on the nature of
biological diversity: the biological species concept as applied to bacteria (39,44,45),
the ecotype concept (4,46), and the species-less concept of bacterial diversity (12).
Because these concepts begin with somewhat different assumptions about the nature
of genetic exchange in bacteria, I review the properties of bacterial genetic exchange
and the consequences of different rates of genetic exchange on bacterial population
dynamics.
THE CHARACTER OF GENETIC EXCHANGE IN BACTERIA
The Rarity of Genetic Exchange
Bacteria can reproduce clonally for an indefinite number of generations, with pure
clonality punctuated occasionally by recombination events, when a short segment from
a donor replaces the homologous segment in a recipient. The rates of bacterial recombination in nature have been estimated by “retrospective” approaches utilizing surveys
of sequence or allozyme variation in natural populations. The rationale is that low recombination rates can be inferred when alleles at different loci show high degrees of association among individuals (i.e., linkage disequilibrium) or when different DNA segments
yield congruent phylogenies (47).
These retrospective approaches have shown that recombination in most bacterial species occurs in a gene segment at about the rate of mutation or somewhat higher (48–50).
For example, Staphylococcus aureus is among the most clonal of bacterial taxa, and a
gene segment undergoes recombination at a rate three times lower than mutation (51,
52); Neisseria meningitidis is one of the most frequently recombining bacterial taxa,
and here a gene segment undergoes recombination about 3.6 times more frequently than
by mutation (37).
Because a given recombination event effects many more nucleotides than does a
point mutation, the rate at which recombination affects a given nucleotide can be up to
80 times greater than the rate of mutation (37). This result has fueled the notion that
recombination is not really rare in bacteria, and that models of bacterial evolution that
depend on rare recombination are not valid (12,45). However, recent sequence-based
estimates of recombination yield essentially the same recombination rates per gene segment obtained by earlier allozyme-based approaches (i.e., with recombination occurring
at a rate less than 10 times that of mutation). As discussed here, this rarity of recombination allows natural selection to have a profound effect on genetic diversity within a
bacterial population.
Promiscuity of Genetic Exchange
While bacteria recombine only rarely, they are not fussy about their choice of partners in genetic exchange. Bacteria can undergo homologous recombination with organisms that differ by as much as 25% in their DNA sequence (53–56).
There are, nevertheless, some important constraints on genetic exchange between
divergent bacteria, including the requirement that recipient and donor share vectors of
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recombination (for phage- and plasmid-mediated recombination) and microhabitats
(57,58). Also, homologous recombination is limited by molecular constraints on integration of divergent donor sequences. Recombination requires the ends of the donor segment to match the recipient’s homolog nearly perfectly, and this is unlikely when the
donor and recipient are highly divergent (54,59,60). In addition, mismatch repair systems
tend to reverse integration when they detect nucleotide mismatches between recipient
and donor (55,61); mismatch repair has been shown to play a major part in sexual isolation in the Enterobacteriaceae (55,61), although not in Gram-positive bacteria (53,59).
Recombination in bacteria is not limited to the transfer of homologous segments. In
heterologous recombination, bacteria can “capture” new gene loci and gene operons from
other organisms, sometimes from organisms that are extremely distantly related (62).
Genomic analyses have recently shown that a sizable fraction (frequently 5–10%) of
genomes of bacterial species has typically been acquired from other species (63).
While horizontal transfer has clearly made a substantial mark on bacterial genomes,
it should not necessarily be concluded that horizontal transfer occurs at a high rate,
especially on a per capita (i.e., per individual cell) basis. Lawrence (45) estimated that
successful horizontal transfer events have occurred in Escherichia coli at a rate of 6 to
7 per million years. Assuming even a modest population size of 1012, this leads to a per
capita, per generation rate of successful horizontal transfer events of 7 ´ 10-22 (assuming
1 division per hour) (64). Even if horizontal transfers succeed at a rate as low as 1 in 1
million, the per capita rate of all horizontal transfer events (whether successful or unsuccessful) would be 7 ´ 10-16.
EVOLUTIONARY CONSEQUENCES
OF RARE, BUT PROMISCUOUS, GENETIC EXCHANGE
Introduction of Adaptive DNA from Other Taxa
Genetic exchange in bacteria is clearly frequent enough to effect transfer of adaptive
alleles from one species to another. For example, antibiotic resistance alleles have spread
across species of Neisseria and Streptococcus, replacing antibiotic-sensitive alleles through
homologous recombination (65). Also, heterologous recombination has been frequent
enough to have introduced hundreds of gene loci into a typical bacterial genome (63).
Interspecific transfer of adaptive DNA, whether an allele or a novel operon, is the least
challenging feat for recombination in that extremely low rates of recombination can
accomplish it. As calculated in the preceding section, the history of horizontal transfer in
E. coli could have been accomplished by a per capita recombination rate of 7 ´ 10-16,
even if only 1 in 1 million horizontal transfer events were adaptive. Introduction of adaptive DNA requires so little recombination simply because only a single recombination
event is required to introduce an adaptive gene into a lineage; once the gene is present,
natural selection can increase the abundance of the newly adaptive genotype. Moreover, if an acquired gene allows invasion of a new niche, the recombinant genotype is
especially likely to be successful (12,66).
Effects of Recombination on Neutral Sequence Diversity
Maiden and coworkers developed MLST, a sequence-based system for classifying
strains into clusters called clonal complexes (3). MLST is based on sequencing genes
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for seven housekeeping proteins whose diversity is assumed to be neutral in fitness;
also, the proteins are assumed not to be involved in niche-specific adaptations and
should be interchangeable between ecologically distinct populations. Therefore, MLST
data can be used to view empirically the effect of recombination on neutral sequence
diversity.
MLST has shown recombination to impact the sequence-based phylogeny of strains.
For example, the sequence-based phylogeny for strains of N. meningitidis varies depending on the gene (67): There is no one organismal phylogeny, but each strain is truly a
composite of genes from throughout the named species and from outside as well (12).
As I discussed, MLST also shows recombination has greater impact on neutral sequence
diversity than mutation, owing to recombination occurring at about the rate of mutation
per gene, with each recombination event involving hundreds of nucleotides or more.
There is, however, one realm in which recombination does not impact neutral sequence
diversity. This is the ability to use MLST to classify strains into clonal complexes (3).
Here, the evolutionary distance between strains is quantified as the number of loci that
are different, with two strains scored as different for a locus whether they differ by one
nucleotide substitution or by scores of nucleotides (possibly because of a recombination
event). Strains are then classified into clonal complexes: All strains that are identical
to a particular central strain at five or more (in some cases, six or more) of the seven
loci are deemed members of a clonal complex.
In development of the MLST approach, Maiden and coworkers found that the clonal
complexes obtained with 7 loci were the same as obtained with up to 11 loci, and the
subset of 7 loci chosen did not affect the classification of strains into complexes (3).
While a minority of loci may be recombinant in any given strain, the complexes appear
to be a robust signal classifying the diversity of strains. Even N. meningitidis, the most
frequently recombining of the species studied, yields robust clonal complexes. As will
be discussed the MLST clonal complexes empirically correspond to ecologically distinct groups, and there is a theoretically compelling reason for this correspondence.
Effect of Recombination on Adaptive
Divergence Between Ecologically Distinct Populations
In the highly sexual world of animals and plants, divergence between two closely
related populations requires sexual isolation between the populations (23). If recombination between animal or plant populations were to proceed at the same rate as within
populations, recombination would rapidly eliminate any adaptive divergence between
populations.
In contrast, because recombination in bacteria is so rare, recurrent recombination
between bacterial species cannot hinder their divergence (46). Suppose, for example,
that two populations are ecologically specialized on different substrates, and that alleles
at several loci are responsible for the adaptive divergence. This model implies a cost of
recombination: If the multilocus genotype ABCDE confers one population’s adaptations, and genotype abcde confers the other population’s adaptation, then the fitness of
a recombinant genotype at these critical niche-determining loci (e.g., Abcde) would be
reduced to 1 - s (where s is the intensity of selection against recombinants).
I have previously shown that the equilibrium frequency of a maladaptive foreign allele
is cb /s, where cb is the rate of recombination between populations (46). Given that the
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rate of recombination within bacterial populations is already quite rare (cw » 10-6, per
gene segment), the frequency of maladaptive foreign alleles is expected to be negligible,
even if the rate of recombination between populations were as high as recombination
within populations. (A similar argument applies if the basis of ecological divergence is
the presence vs absence of horizontally transferred gene loci.) Thus, while the evolution
of sexual isolation is an important milestone in the origin of animal and plant species,
it is irrelevant to the evolution of adaptive divergence in the bacterial world (4,46).
Effect of Recombination on Diversity Within a Population
It has long been understood that natural selection will purge all genetic diversity from
an entirely asexual population in a process known as periodic selection (68). In the
absence of recombination, any adaptive mutant and its clonal descendants eventually
replace the other cells of the population, thus extinguishing genetic diversity at all loci.
Frequent recombination can clearly quash the diversity-purging effect of periodic
selection. If the adaptive mutation recombines into another genetic background, then
the entire genome of the recipient is saved from extinction; alternatively, if a segment
from a strain lacking the adaptive mutation should recombine into a strain with the adaptive mutation, then that segment (only) will be saved from extinction. This quashing of
periodic selection is the most difficult challenge for recombination: Extremely frequent
recombination, with recombination nearly obligately tied to sex, is required to prevent
the purging of diversity (69,70) (Fig. 1). When the intensity of periodic selection is strong
(i.e., fitness advantage for the adaptive mutation is 10%), each bout of periodic selection
purges nearly all diversity within a population. Over recombination rates typically observed in nature (from 0.3 to 3.6 times the mutation rate), periodic selection purges all
but 0.001–0.2% of the sequence diversity (Fig. 1). Over more modest selection intensity
(i.e., fitness advantage of 1%), periodic selection purges all but 0.02–2% of sequence
diversity over naturally occurring recombination rates. Thus, even if recombination
rates in bacteria were orders of magnitude greater than estimated, recombination would
be ineffective in quashing the diversity-purging effects of periodic selection.
Lawrence (45) argued that periodic selection does not have a significant role in reducing genetic diversity in bacterial populations. His argument is based in part on a sequence
survey by Guttman and Dykhuizen that demonstrated a periodic selection event in E.
coli (71). Guttman and Dykhuizen demonstrated that a segment of at least 30 kb near
gapA was anomalously homogeneous throughout E. coli, whereas the rest of the chromosome showed much greater diversity. Lawrence claimed that this observation proves
periodic selection has an insignificant effect on bacterial diversity genomewide, much
like a selective sweep within an animal population, owing to rampant recombination.
Majewski and I previously pointed out that Guttman and Dykhuizen’s (71) original
interpretation of the periodic selection is flawed because it assumes that one adaptive
mutant (or recombinant) would out-compete all other variants in E. coli (72). This is
clearly impossible owing to what both bacterial systematists (16) and evolutionary geneticists (12,73,74) understand about the tremendous ecological diversity in E. coli or in
most other named species: Because a named species contains strains adapted to distinct
niches, one adaptive mutant could not out-compete the rest of the species’ diversity.
Also, as noted, theory shows that periodic selection would purge nearly all of a bacterial
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Fig. 1. The relationship between recombination rate and the diversity-purging effect of periodic
selection over different intensities of selection s favoring the adaptive mutation. The ratios of
recombination rate to mutation rate seen in the figure reflect the range of ratios typically observed
in nature. The ordinate is based on the mean fraction of a cell’s genome at the end of periodic
selection that is not descended from the genome of the original mutant. These results are based
on a Monte Carlo simulation. (Used with permission from ref. 70, Landes Bioscience.)

population’s diversity, even if recombination was substantially more frequent than typically observed (69,70) (Fig. 1). The correct interpretation of Guttman and Dykhuizen’s
(71) data requires a more nuanced view of ecological diversity in bacteria, as I describe
next.
MODELS OF ECOLOGICAL DIVERSITY IN BACTERIA
Bacterial systematics has largely been based on demarcation of species as phenotypic
and genetic clusters (16), but the last decade has seen the introduction of several concepts of bacterial diversity based on the dynamics of bacterial evolution.
Species Concepts Based on Genetic Exchange and Sexual Isolation
The biological species concept of Mayr (23,24) may be credited for infusing evolutionary theory into systematics. The biological species concept changed zoologists’ and
botanists’ views of what a species should represent: A species is not merely a cluster
of similar organisms, but rather a fundamental unit of ecology and evolution, with certain dynamic properties. In the case of Mayr’s biological species concept, a species is
viewed as a group of organisms whose divergence is opposed by recombination between
them (21–23).
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Dykhuizen and Green (39) proposed classifying bacteria into species according to the
biological species concept, demarcating bacterial species as groups of strains that recombine within the group, but not with strains from other such groups. They suggested a
phylogenetic approach to demarcation; the phylogeny of members of a single species
would be expected to vary from gene to gene, while the phylogeny of members of different species would be congruent across genes.
This approach has been criticized for not taking into consideration the intrinsic
promiscuity of genetic exchange in bacteria (4,12,46): Bacteria do exchange genes both
within and between the clusters recognized as named species (12,65,75–77). Generally,
phylogenetic evidence for recombination is more common within named bacterial species than between them, but only if the donor species are not included in the phylogeny
(12). When donor species are included, horizontally transferred alleles become evident
in a phylogeny of multiple species.
Two recent concepts of bacterial diversity explain the evolutionary origin of sexual
isolation in bacteria. In Lawrence’s (45) “speciation without species” model begins with
two populations that are ecologically distinct owing to modest differences in their sets
of acquired genes. Any interpopulation genetic exchange that includes a gene involved
in the populations’ adaptive divergence is strongly selected against. Thus, regions of
the chromosome near these genes are protected from the homogenizing effects of genetic
exchange, and neutral sequence divergence will be allowed to accumulate in these regions.
This in turn reduces the efficiency of successful recombination in these regions (44,54).
As each population evolves further into its respective niche, more genetic changes accumulate throughout the chromosome, and each such change protects its neighboring
region of the chromosome. Eventually, the entire chromosome is protected from recombination, and the consequent sequence divergence impedes genetic exchange anywhere
on the chromosome.
I believe that Lawrence’s model is correct in that any gene responsible for adaptive
divergence will lead to lower successful genetic exchange in the flanking region and
will thereby accelerate neutral sequence divergence. However, it is not clear that this
local prevention of genetic exchange is necessary for eventual sequence divergence
between ecologically distinct populations. This is because neutral sequence divergence
between populations is intrinsically a self-accelerating process in which any random
neutral sequence divergence (in any part of the genome, whether “protected” from recombination or not) tends to increase sexual isolation in that region, and this increased
sexual isolation results in lower recombination, which further increases sequence divergence, and so on. I have previously shown that the positive feedback between sequence
divergence and sexual isolation in Bacillus results eventually in unbounded neutral
sequence divergence between ecologically distinct populations (78). Nevertheless, I
agree with Lawrence (45) that the accumulation of niche-specific genes throughout the
chromosome will speed up the process.
The “molecular keys to speciation” concept notes that the adaptive changes allowing
a niche invasion can be promoted by modulation of the mismatch repair system (44,55).
Because mismatch repair is the primary agent of sexual isolation in some bacteria
(e.g., the Enterobacteriaceae) (55), a debilitated mismatch repair system more readily
allows uptake of potentially adaptive genes from other species. However, once a population becomes adapted to a new environmental challenge, mismatch repair deficien-
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cies can be disadvantageous because they yield high mutation rates (79). The population may then regain a functional mismatch repair system, often by horizontal transfer
(80). In the time that an incipient species is lacking a fully functional mismatch repair
system, it rapidly acquires sequence divergence from its parental population, and this
acquired sequence divergence contributes to sexual isolation when mismatch repair is
reinstated (44).
The biological species concept motivates these dynamic models for the evolution of
sexual isolation, as well as Dykhuizen and Green’s (39) plan to classify strains by their
recombination history: If groups of bacteria that recombine at a high rate can be identified, then species can be identified; if the accumulation of sexual isolation between
populations can be understood, then the origins of species can be understood. However, as I have discussed here, recurrent recombination between bacterial species cannot
hinder their divergence (12,46). At the moment that two populations acquire ecologically distinct traits, there is already too little recombination between them to threaten the
integrity of their separate adaptations. Moreover, recombination cannot prevent the
accumulation of further niche-specific adaptations in each. The evolution of sexual
isolation is irrelevant to the evolution of permanent divergence in the bacterial world, so
the biological species concept is a red herring for bacterial systematics (4).
While accurately predicting the course of increase in sexual isolation, the models of
Lawrence (45) and Vulic et al. (44) are not necessary for understanding the origin of
bacterial species. As I discuss next, the quintessential step in the origin of bacterial species is the ecological divergence of populations.
Species Concept Based on Periodic Selection
I have previously defined a bacterial “ecotype” with respect to the fate of an adaptive
mutant (or recombinant): An ecotype is a set of strains using the same or similar ecological niche, such that an adaptive mutant from within the ecotype out-competes to
extinction all other strains from the ecotype; an adaptive mutant cannot, however, drive
to extinction strains from other ecotypes (4,46,81) (Fig. 2). Thus, an ecotype is the set
of strains whose diversity is purged through periodic selection favoring each adaptive
mutant. Periodic selection is expected to be a powerful force of cohesion within a bacterial ecotype in that it recurrently resets the genetic diversity to near zero.
When two populations become ecologically distinct, they may each undergo their
own private periodic selection events. At this point, natural selection favoring an adaptive mutant purges the diversity only within the mutant’s own population. This is a milestone toward forming new species; such populations are now irreversibly separate because
periodic selection cannot prevent further divergence and, as I have explained, neither can
recombination (46).
Bacterial ecotypes, as defined by the domains of periodic selection, are expected to
share the fundamental properties of species: Ecotypes are each subject to an intense
force of cohesion, periodic selection, which recurrently purges diversity within an ecotype; divergence between ecotypes is irreversible; ecotypes are expected to form distinct
phenotype- and sequence-based clusters (as discussed in the next section on predictions); and bacterial ecotypes are ecologically distinct (4,81). According to the ecotype
concept, a true species in the bacterial world may be understood as an evolutionary
lineage bound together by ecotype-specific periodic selection (4).
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Fig. 2. Periodic selection purges the diversity within, but not between, ecotypes. Each individual symbol represents an individual organism, and the distance between symbols represents
the sequence divergence between organisms. The asterisk represents an adaptive mutation in
one individual of ecotype 1. Once populations are divergent enough to escape one another’s
periodic selection events (as separate ecotypes), those populations are free to diverge permanently. (Used with permission from ref. 81a.)

Bacterial Diversity Without Species
Finally, in one view, bacterial taxa with the dynamic attributes of species may not
exist (12). This model assumes that recombination is too frequent to allow purging of
diversity by periodic selection, such that there is no force of cohesion within a bacterial
population. Without cohesion, there are no species (4,12,22). Gogarten et al. (12) suggest that, owing to frequent recombination, sequence data will not be a reliable marker
for ecologically distinct populations, and sequence data will not provide a true indication of the phylogenetic relationships among such populations.
PREDICTIONS OF THE ECOTYPE
AND SPECIES-LESS CONCEPTS OF DIVERSITY
Predictions on Correspondence Between Ecotypes and Sequence Clusters
The species-less concept makes no specific predictions about the correspondence
between sequence diversity and ecologically distinct populations, only that recombination will make sequence diversity an unreliable indicator of an organism’s history and
ecological characteristics (12). In contrast, the ecotype concept provides a rationale for
sequence-based discovery of bacterial diversity (4,5). Because periodic selection
purges diversity within, but not between, ecotypes, each bacterial ecotype is expected
eventually to be identifiable as a sequence cluster, distinct from all closely related ecotypes. Palys et al. (5) showed that, under the recombination rates typical of bacteria,
the average sequence divergence between ecotypes should greatly exceed that within
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ecotypes. Nevertheless, recombination may result in misdiagnosis of an occasional
strain to a donor’s ecotype, especially if strain diagnosis is based on the sequence of a
single gene.
The MLST approach of Maiden and coworkers (3) appears to yield a more robust
approach to ecotype discovery and classification than the method of Palys et al. (5),
and as will be discussed here, it also is based on the diversity-purging effects of periodic
selection. These clonal complexes generated by MLST are robust with respect to recombination in that they are only rarely affected by the choice of loci (3).
I previously hypothesized that the clonal complexes of MLST are ecotypes, and that
the diversity-purging effect of periodic selection causes a correspondence between clonal
complexes and ecotypes (4,49,50). Because periodic selection is recurrently purging the
diversity within an ecotype, ecotypes are expected to accumulate only a limited level of
sequence diversity between periodic selection events. It may be speculated (and later
tested) that ecotypes typically have only enough time between periodic selection events
to accumulate divergence at 1 or 2 loci, at most, of 7, whether by mutation or recombination. This would justify MLST’s 5/7 and 6/7 criteria for including strains within a clonal
complex. In general, it would be expected that frequently recombining bacteria would
diverge at more loci between periodic selection events, compared to rarely recombining
bacteria, for which nearly all divergence accumulates simply through mutation. In any
case, the hypothesis that MLST clusters correspond to ecotypes appears reasonable and
should be rigorously tested.
In contrast, the species-less concept of diversity does not acknowledge the diversitypurging effect of periodic selection and so denies any mechanism for ecologically distinct populations to be visualized as sequence clusters. No mechanism is provided even
for the existence of multiple discrete sequence clusters within named species.
Consider next how one can rigorously test whether MLST clonal complexes correspond to ecotypes, each dominated by periodic selection, or whether these groups are
ecologically meaningless, as expected under the species-less concept.
Predictions Regarding Ecological Distinctness
The ecotype concept predicts that sequence clusters should be ecologically distinct
(with the caveat of genotypes, discussed in a later section). One test of this prediction is
that each sequence cluster might be associated with a different microhabitat. Indeed,
several studies have shown that very closely related sequence clusters form a series of
discrete populations occupying different ecological niches (40,41,43). For example,
Ramsing et al. (41) found that very closely related sequence clusters of Synechococcus in Yellowstone’s hot springs are distributed at different depths, with different light
conditions.
Another direct test of ecological distinctness, at least for pathogens, is that the various
putative ecotypes should have different disease-causing properties. MLST was originally
designed for the purpose of diagnosing unknown strains of pathogenic species into ecologically distinct populations; indeed, several of the MLST clusters have been shown to
correspond to populations with different virulence and transmission characteristics (3).
Also, genomic approaches can test whether putative ecotypes are ecologically distinct. Using either subtractive hybridization or microarray technology, strains can be
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Fig. 3. The phylogenetic signatures of populations with diversity that is controlled by periodic
selection vs genetic drift. (Used with permission from ref. 4.)

assayed for the sets of genes they contain. The ecological distinctness of putative ecotypes will be supported when members of the same putative ecotype tend to share nearly
all their genes, and members of different putative ecotypes share many fewer genes
(6). For example, Salama et al. (7) found that strains of Helicobacter pylori resolved
clearly into clusters on the basis of the genes they contain. Unfortunately, these genomecontent clusters cannot be compared to putative ecotypes demarcated by MLST clonal
complexes because H. pylori is the one taxon known to recombine at too high a rate to
yield robust clonal complexes (82). In addition, messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA)
microarray approaches can address whether different putative ecotypes have different
patterns of gene expression for the genes they share (13,83). These genomic approaches
are particularly promising in that they should yield information about the nature of the
ecological differences between ecotypes (6).
Phylogenetic Predictions
Sequence diversity within an ecotype is assumed to be limited largely by periodic selection and not by genetic drift, so nearly all strains randomly sampled from an ecotype
should trace their ancestries directly back to the adaptive mutant that caused and survived the last selective sweep (4,70). Thus, the phylogeny of an ecotype should be consistent with a star clade with only one ancestral node, such that all members of an ecotype
are equally closely related to one another (Fig. 3). In contrast, a population with sequence
diversity that is limited by genetic drift would have a phylogeny with many nodes.
In a strictly asexual ecotype, a sequence-based phylogeny would yield a perfect star
clade, with only minor exceptions due to homoplasy (convergent nucleotide substitutions in different lineages) (4). However, in an ecotype subject to modest rates of recombination, particularly with other ecotypes, the sequence-based phylogeny can deviate
significantly from a perfect star. Libsch and I have developed a computer simulation
(Star) to determine how closely a phylogeny based on multilocus sequencing should
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resemble a star clade (4,84). Taking into account a taxon’s mutation and recombination
parameters, the Star simulation determines the likelihood that the phylogeny of strains
from a single ecotype would have only one significant node (i.e., a perfect star) vs two,
three, four, or more significant nodes.
It was found that, for S. aureus, which is among the least frequently recombining
bacteria (51,52), an ecotype should almost never have more than one node (4,84). In N.
meningitidis, which is among the most frequently recombining bacteria (37), the phylogeny of an ecotype is expected to have either one or two significant nodes, but almost
never three or more.
Let us consider how well the clonal complexes of MLST fit Star’s phylogenetic predictions. I have tested whether the phylogenies of each of the 10 clonal complexes found
within N. meningitidis were consistent with the Star simulation’s expectations for a
single ecotype (4). The phylogenies of all but 1 clonal complex were found to contain
1 or 2 nodes, as expected given this taxon’s recombination parameters. Similarly, all
but 1 of the 26 clonal complexes within S. aureus contained only 1 significant node,
consistent with the expectation for a single ecotype in this taxon. The pooled strains of
most pairs of clonal complexes contained 2 significant nodes, indicating that pairs of
complexes represented 2 ecotypes. However, 3 exceptional clonal complexes, when
pooled together, contained only 1 significant node among them, suggesting that they
are members of the same ecotype. I previously argued that, in S. aureus, a more stringent criterion for inclusion within a clonal complex (e.g., 6/7 identical loci) might
yield a more perfect match between clonal complexes and the phylogenetic expectation for an ecotype (4).
In summary, the MLST clonal complexes appear to pass two tests of their correspondence with ecotypes: At least some are known to be ecologically distinct, and the phylogenies of the clonal complexes are generally consistent with the expectations for a
single ecotype.
Prediction of Private Periodic Selection Within Each Ecotype
The ecotype concept predicts that each putative ecotype should show evidence of
having undergone its own private periodic selection events. To explore tests of this
prediction, let us begin with Guttman and Dykhuizen’s (71) sequence-based evidence
for periodic selection within E. coli: Most genes fell into four major sequence clusters,
but in the chromosomal region near gapA, all strains were anomalously homogeneous
in sequence. As I have discussed, Guttman and Dykhuizen’s (71) interpretation that an
adaptive mutant (or recombinant) out-competed all other variants within E. coli is unlikely. The strains of E. coli are ecologically diverse, so a single adaptive mutant within
E. coli could not out-compete the entire species; moreover, even if all of E. coli strains
were a single ecotype, periodic selection would be expected to purge nearly all diversity over the entire chromosome (Fig. 1).
Majewski and I (72) proposed the adapt globally, act locally model to explain anomalous homogeneity around a small chromosomal region, as seen in gapA of E. coli. We
proposed that there may be multiple ecotypes within E. coli (perhaps corresponding to
the four major sequence clusters, or smaller subclusters), and that the adaptive mutation
around gapA was generally useful for all of the ecotypes of E. coli. We proposed that the
adaptive mutation first caused a purging of diversity within its original ecotype and was
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then passed by recombination into other ecotypes, precipitating a “local” purging of
diversity within each recipient ecotype.
The adapt globally, act locally model is so named because the adaptive mutation
(i.e., the allele) improves fitness in all ecotypes, but the adaptive mutant (i.e., the cell)
out-competes only members of its own ecotype (72). Thus, for genes closely linked to
the adaptive mutation (which are transferred between ecotypes along with the adaptive
mutation), there would be a nearly total purging of diversity both within and between
ecotypes, but for genes not linked to the adaptive mutation, selection would purge only
the diversity within ecotypes. Whenever a small chromosomal segment is homogenized
across strains that otherwise form distinct clusters, the model predicts that a generally
useful adaptive mutation has passed from ecotype to ecotype, causing local periodic
selection in each.
I have recently proposed a genomic approach for verifying the adapt globally, act
locally model (70). While Guttman and Dykhuizen’s (71) discovery of a periodic selection event was based on a serendipitous choice of loci to survey, today comparisons of
whole genomes should readily yield Guttman–Dykhuizen islands of anomalous homogeneity flanked by regions that fall into discrete sequence clusters. The adapt globally,
act locally model predicts that the adaptive allele driving the periodic selections in all
of the ecotypes is passed to each ecotype in a separate recombination event. Therefore,
the region that is homogenized should be somewhat different for each pair of ecotypes,
reflecting the junctions of the recombination events that transferred the adaptive mutation across ecotypes (70) (Fig. 4). It thus may be predicted that, if MLST clonal complexes correspond to ecotypes, the junctions of the homogeneous region will be unique
for each pair of sequence clusters. Such a result would confirm that the clonal complexes are indeed separate ecotypes, having undergone their own periodic selection
events, albeit caused by the same allele.
The species-less concept of diversity makes no specific prediction for the junctions
of homogeneity in periodic selection (12). It is possible that, because recombination is
presumed to be so frequent, many of the surviving lineages would obtain the adaptive
mutation in a separate recombination event, so every pair of strains sampled within a
named species may have unique junctions of homogeneity.
Distinguishing Ecotypes From Geotypes
Finally, in any sequence-based method of discovering and classifying ecological diversity, care must be taken to ensure that distinct clusters are not the result of geographic
separation (5,70,85). Geographically isolated populations that are ecologically identical could diverge into separate sequence clusters (termed geotypes by Papke et al. in
ref. 85). It is sometimes difficult to rule out the geotype hypothesis even when bacterial sequence clusters are sampled from the same geographic region. This is because geotypes from different regions may have migrated only recently into the same region (e.g.,
aided by human transport); the various geotypes, now living in the same place, may not
yet have endured a periodic selection event that would purge diversity throughout all
geotypes within the ecotype (70).
One possible approach to ruling out the geotype hypothesis is to find that one adaptive mutation has precipitated separate periodic selection events within each putative
ecotype, as I have just described (70). This would indicate that a single periodic selec-
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Fig. 4. In the adapt globally, act locally model, the region that is homogenized is expected to
differ between each pair of ecotypes. The adaptive mutation (indicated by an asterisk) originally occurs in ecotype 1. After the selective sweep, a small region of chromosome around the
adaptive mutation (between 1L and 1R) enters ecotype 2, causing a selective sweep in that
ecotype. Then, a segment around the adaptive mutation enters ecotype 3 and causes a selective
sweep there, and so on. The entire ensemble of ecotypes becomes homogenized for the sequence
near the adaptive mutation, but the boundaries of the homogeneous region differ for each pair
of ecotypes. (Used with permission from ref. 70.)

tion event cannot extinguish the diversity among putative ecotypes, and that the putative
ecotypes are indeed ecologically distinct.
Can Recombination Destroy
the Molecular Signal of Ecologically Distinct Populations?
The ecotype concept predicts that sequence clusters are separate ecotypes, which are
expected to be ecologically distinct, to resemble a star phylogeny, and to have undergone their own private periodic selection events. The first two predictions have been
tested successfully to some extent and appear to corroborate the ecotype concept. The last
prediction will have to await application of the genomic approach that I have outlined.
The species-less concept of diversity may be correct in its assertion that attempts
to discover the true phylogeny of closely related organisms and ecologically distinct
populations are futile (12). Gogarten et al.’s (12) quotation from Feil et al. (67) states
their case well: “Over the long term, the impact of relatively frequent recombination is
to obliterate the phylogenetic signal in gene trees such that the relationships between
many lineages of many bacterial species should be depicted as a network rather than a
tree.” However, the species-less concept appears incorrect in extrapolating that recombination can also obliterate the sequence-based signal of ecologically distinct populations. What Gogarten et al. (12) do not mention is that the clonal complexes derived from
MLST are robust with respect to the choice of genes and thus to the effects of recombination, even in frequently recombining bacteria such as N. meningitidis (3). That is, ecotypes and the sequence clusters they generate are stable with respect to recombination,
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even when the phylogenetic relationships among ecotypes are not. This is why sequence
diversity can help us identify ecologically distinct populations.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE SCIENCE OF GENOMICS
With thanks to genomics, bacteriologists are now poised to make enormous progress
in discovering and characterizing bacterial diversity: Ecological diversity can be discovered in terms of the sets of genes that are contained within the genome and in terms of the
expression levels of genes that are shared; the genes responsible for invasions of new
niches can even be identified, as can the donor sources of each gene (6). However, before
embarking on this great adventure, we should make a point of focusing on those genomic differences that determine differences in ecological niche. Efforts should be made,
therefore, to try to distinguish strains that are ecologically distinct from those that are not.
To this end, genomic approaches should be used to test for the existence of ecotypes,
as defined here, and to hone sequence-based approaches to discovering ecotypes. I
suggest that we first assign strains to putative ecotypes based on multilocus sequence
clustering (using MLST) and then test whether these putative ecotypes fit the ecological, phylogenetic, and genomic expectations of a single ecotype. Tests up to this point
have shown good correspondence between MLST clonal complexes and ecotypes, and
further tests will be important. There are several important contributions that genomics
can make toward validating the ecotype concept: use of microarray approaches to show
that genomic patterns of gene expression differ between putative ecotypes, use of subtractive hybridization and microarrays to identify gene acquisitions that might suggest
the nature of ecological differences between putative ecotypes, and genomic comparisons to show that putative ecotypes have undergone their own periodic selection events.
How should genomics proceed to characterize diversity once we are confident that
sequence-based approaches can successfully classify organisms into ecotypes, and that
there are many ecotypes contained within a typical named species? The ecotype concept should allow organization of the apparent chaos of genomic diversity within a named
species by shifting the focus from the diversity of genes among strains of a named species
(73,74) to the genomic differences among ecotypes. It should be recognized that variation in gene content and gene expression within a putative ecotype is likely to represent
merely the random changes occurring within a population between periodic selection
events. However, any genomic differences that correspond to different ecotypes could
represent the changes responsible for invasion of new ecological niches and sustained
coexistence among populations. These are the genomic differences that matter, and
these are the differences that should demand attention.
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